ability to read articles that are likely to be published in a month or two is a way of staying ahead of the field rather than reading an article that has already been published and most likely discussed ad nauseum within one's own division. Pediatric Research is proud to announce that we will be offering MOC part 2 credits to reviewers who review our original science papers! The third reward, as mentioned above, is to stay ahead of the game when reviewing papers of quality science in one's own area of research. It is a privilege to see these confidential papers weeks before publication. Reviewing and providing suggestions for improvement is a way to influence the direction of the field as very few other opportunities are available.
The fourth reward is to be a member of a group consisting of academic physician-scientists who have achieved membership in one of our three learned societies, whose principles urge us to participate in conducting high-quality science, not just our own science, but those of our colleagues and peers whose work will only be improved by our reviews. Reviewing is a moral mandate to be a full member of our societies. So this year let us ensure that no one earns the Pediatric Research Tenacity Award!
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